
Pick a variation below, players must tag with hands, adapt to available
space.

Sharks and minnows- Minnows who get tagged are become

sharks to help. Progressions- have players start on knees, bellies,

backs, etc.

Freeze tag- coach picks how to "unfreeze" teammates (slide

through legs, skate circle around, etc.). 

Glove tag- coaches throw gloves at kids to tag and freeze

them. Don't have kids be "it" and throw gloves!

Forwards/Backwards tag- conduct in NZ, players must skate

forwards on one side, backwards on the other. Make rule so

players always pivoting one direction, then switch. 

Net Tag- Xs attempt to evade   using nets/tires/barriers as a

screen. 

Everybody's it- Self explanitory, try to tag others but not get

tagged themselves. If someone gets tagged they do an exercise

(jumping jacks, etc.) then continue. Progression- add cones for

"safe zone" where they can't be tagged but can only remain for 3

seconds. Instead of cones, players drop to hands and knees for

"safe zone" anywhere in area.

Lightning Tag- Same as Everybody's It except when player is

tagged they must take a knee. They must watch their tagger and

become free when their tagger is tagged by someone else. 

Evasion tag (older kids)- Players partner up. Tagger is skating

forwards, person trying not to be tagged is skating backwards.

Backwards skater is using edgework trying to evade person

going forwards (30 sec on/30 sec off). Have multiple groups

occuring at once

Progressions
Start with no sticks for less experienced players

Change up skating technique, ex. backwards skating, always

facing the same direction, both skates stay on the ice, etc.

Give both players a ring of a puck for work on puck control

while skating fast, include multiple taggers on certain drills, etc.

Key Points

Skating and edgework- kids are developing skating skills without

knowing it!

HCF 8U Week 1
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Equipment- 6 nets, cones, blue pucks, all dividers

Free play 3 mins

Take a couple minutes to introduce yourself to team and the team to introduce themselves 2 mins

Tag variations 7 mins

-



Divide players into two teams. Teams compete to pass pucks hitting a
target (ring, bucket, cone) in an attempt to move the target accross the
opponents line. Players must remain behind their line when passing the
puck.

Key Points

Mechanics for passing. Using the entire body (transfer weight,

not just use arms) to sweep the puck, eyes up on target, roll

wrists

Start game with one less ring than the number of players. On the signal
to start, the players attempt to grab a ring with their stick and keep
possession until coach signals to stop. At each stoppage remove a ring
from the game.
Progressions

Use pucks instead of rings

Make it more competitive where players have to knock

ring/puck out of the playing area until last person remaining

wins

Key Points

Keep kids moving as much as possible

Use body to protect puck, not just hit it and skate

Split into two teams and �ll the iside of the box with tennis balls (rings,
etc.). On coaches signal players skate through the opening and place it
in their tire. The team that has the most tennis balls at the end wins.
Progression- close off openings forcing kids to jump over barriers.

Gunner's Alley 7 mins

Lord of the Rings 7 mins

Mosh Pit 7 mins



Start with pucks above the faceoff circle, 2 players start in circle

Coach dumps puck in corner and designates one player to be

the retriever and the other to put on passive forecheck pressure

Puck retriever has to take proper lane to puck - stick fake, head

fake, and / or shoulder check going into the corner to retrieve

puck

Drill is designed to give players con�dence in retrieving pucks

and to learn the proper path to getting loose pucks when an

opponent is near by

Key Points

For younger players- Enforce good habits on puck retrierval.

Go at an angle, shoulder check and keep feet moving. Discuss

not putting yourself in a dangerous positioning (facing boards

2-4 feet away from boards)

Get to puck �rst - �rst in �rst out

Utilize fake to throw off forechecker

Can go either way, up boards or behind net

Players line up in front of their own net with 8 pucks across the middle.
On the whistle, the palyers attempt to score pucks in the opposite net.
The game is over when all the pucks are scored. The winning team is the
team that has scored the most.
Can play in different size zones, with different number of pucks and
players, etc. 

Puck Retrievals 1v1 7 mins

Cross Ice Scoro 7 mins

Team scrimmage 6 mins


